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The way we do science is always changing. Funding comes and goes, research topics grow
and fade, techniques are developed and superseded. Journals seem to be here to stay; from the first
issue of Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society in 1665 they have validated our results and
communicated them to fellow scientists. But journals also need to change.

Today, researchers are looking for much more from journals, including free online access, easy
discoverability, and open input from their peers. This new journal from the American Institute of
Physics is an attempt to address the community’s changing needs.

AIP Advances covers all areas of applied physical science. The Executive Editors set editorial
policy and define the review process, which is managed by an extensive board of Academic Edi-
tors. Review focuses on whether a manuscript is technically correct and original. Significance and
importance are to be decided by the community, post-publication, through online commenting and
rating tools.

All journals benefit from community input. We expect the community to play a crucial role
here; not just with feedback regarding how the journal is run or as reviewers evaluating submitted
manuscripts, but also by evaluating papers after publication. This hybrid, pre- and post-publication
peer-review system also allows for rapid manuscript processing. A streamlined production cycle
will contribute to quick publication and therefore speedy dissemination of results.

Since AIP Advances is an open-access journal funded by payment of article processing charges,
your articles will be freely available worldwide immediately on publication. Authors will also retain
copyright to their work and grant AIP a license to publish under the Creative Commons scheme.
Published material can then be reused and built upon by members of the community, provided
attribution is given.

We’re excited about the author benefits AIP Advances provides and hope that you are too. We
look forward to receiving your submissions via aipadvances.peerx-press.org.

Visit the journal’s homepage at aipadvances.aip.org to learn more.
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